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Person images captured by surveillance cameras are typi-

cally with various resolutions and are susceptible to pose

changes, occlusion and background variations, thus affecting

the performance of person ReID. Existing approaches [1, 2]

either use an image restoration model to restore the low-

resolution images to obtain a corresponding high-resolution

image, or learn the resolution-invariant representation of

the person images to reduce the impact of resolution dif-

ferences. However, in unconstrained conditions, person im-

ages usually have various resolutions and it is challenging

to define a suitable resolution for restoration or find robust

features for various resolution situations. Although feature

pyramid strategy has been used before, they applied the

pyramid strategy of part image, attention region, or layer

features in traditional person ReID task, while pyramid reso-

lution restoration has not been exploited for cross-resolution

ReID scenario yet. In fact, the usage of pyramid resolution

restoration is reasonable in cross-resolution ReID scenario,

but it is difficult to set proper fixed pyramid resolutions

for restoration, especially when dealing with real-world per-

son ReID conditions with irregular aspect ratios and res-

olutions of gallery images and query images. Most exist-

ing cross-resolution ReID methods are evaluated on sim-

ulated datasets with fixed resolution ratios, while uncon-

strained datasets such as MTA-ReID have rarely been ex-

plored. Therefore, we present our pyramid-resolution person

restoration method for cross-resolution person ReID, which

can fully exploit the valid information of the person im-

ages with various resolutions. Experimental results on both

real-world cross-resolution datasets and simulated datasets

show the superiority of our method. The architecture of the

method is illustrated in Figure 1.

Most existing methods for cross-resolution person ReID

predefine a suitable target resolution for person images with

various resolutions and then use classical image restoration

methods to restore the low resolution image to obtain a cor-

responding high resolution image. In complex application

scenarios, however, we are often unable to determine a suit-

able resolution for restoration. For this reason, we have

designed a pyramid-resolution restoration network based on

the existing image restoration models. The original images

can obtain the high-quality images with pyramid resolutions

through this network.

Input an arbitrary image xori ∈ RH×W×C , where

H,W,C represent its height, width, and number of chan-

nels, respectively. We first use a classical feature extractor

to extract features from the original images. The feature ex-

tractor can be either convolutional neural network (CNN)-

based [3] or transformer-based [4] models. This process can

be defined as follows:

Fori = E(xori), (1)

where xori is the original image of the input, E refers to the

feature extractor, Fori is the feature of the original image

obtained by the feature extractor.

After obtaining the feature, high-quality images with

pyramid resolutions are obtained by our pyramid-resolution

image reconstructor as designed.

Xh1, Xh2, Xh3 = RC(Fori), (2)

where Xh1, Xh2, and Xh3 represent the generated pyramid

resolution images, and RC refers to our pyramid-resolution

image reconstructor.

We can restore the original image through our pyramid-

resolution restoration network to obtain three images with

different resolutions. Then we use the OSNet [5] as the

feature extraction network. In order to better fit the pyra-

mid resolution situation, we train the feature extractors for

each branch respectively. The obtained feature extractor

can then be used for person re-identification. Finally, the

corresponding cosine distance is calculated based on the ex-

tracted features of query images and features of gallery im-

ages.

In order to combine the information from pyramid reso-

lution branches together, we use feature distance fusion to

make full use of the image feature distances of these differ-

ent branches, as well as to balance the information between

the pyramid-resolution images and the original images. This

fusion process is defined as follows:

Dfinal = woriDori +
∑

j

whjDhj , (3)
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Figure 1 (Color online) Framework of the proposed pyramid-resolution person restoration method.

where Dfinal is the final feature distance for re-identification.

Dori is the feature distance of the original images, wori is its

corresponding weight, and Dhj is the feature distance corre-

sponding to branch j, where whj is its corresponding weight.

Experiments. For the image restoration procedure, we

trained for 5000 iterations using the mean average error

(MAE) loss. In the person ReID phase, we conducted

the training process for 250 epochs, employing the Softmax

loss and label smoothing. Comprehensive experimental re-

sults and analysis can be found in the supplementary ma-

terial. Our method achieves supeorior performance on both

real-world MTA-ReID dataset and a number of simulated

datasets.

Conclusion. In this study, we present a simple yet effec-

tive pyramid-resolution person restoration method for cross-

resolution person re-identification. Our method involves a

pyramid resolution restoration network that enhances pyra-

mid resolution images, and utilizes feature distance fusion

to leverage valuable and complementary information from

these pyramid images. Extensive experiments demonstrate

the effectiveness of our method on both real-world cross-

resolution datasets and simulated datasets.
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